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l. Introduction..

The theory of ccasume r saving is usually developed on the

assumption that sa.vings can be invested in one asset only, bearing a fixed

rate of return. This is a natural assumption, since the theory is constructed

for a world of certainty, and in such a world there should be no reason,
at least in the absence of transactions costs, for a rational consumer to

hold his savings in any other asset than the one yielding the highest rate

of return. True, this might not always be the same asset, so that changes

in rates of return might lead to adjustments of savings portfolios, but
such acljustments would always take the form of complete switches, so that

any consumer would always be holding one asset only" l) For the economy

as a whole, it should be noted, more than one asset might still "willingly

be held by the consumer sector, owing to differences of opinion concerning
yields, Tobin { { 8 J, pp.. 68-70) refers to this viewpoint as the Keynesian

explanation of the smoothness of the aggregate liquidity preference schedule.

In reality, of course, savers can - and do - invest in

more than one asset. The explanation of this must be sought in part by
the uncertainty of the yield associated with some kinds of as seta, 2) The
lin these terms, but it has not succeeded in inte§,:rating as~hoi~
modern theory of portfolio selection rationalizes asset CliOiC'e'\'Withthe
analysis of the consumption- saving decde ion,

that, as Tobin has remarked {,( 9..) , p. 28),
Now, it is of course true

there are great t2.ctical
advantages to the theorist in treating separately the decision on the total

amount of saving to be made out of current income and the decision on how
to allocate total portfolio resources between various kinds of as sets.
Still, since these decisions seem to have a high degree of interdependence

in practice, an attempt to analyze them within a unified framework seems

to be called for"

1) A model of saving and portfolio cho'ice under conditions of certainty has
been analyzed by Roger F.. Miller in [5 _] ..

2) There are other explanations too. Money is demanded for transactions
purposes, which we abstract from in this pape r; Also, real assets like
houses and cars are demanded because their consumption services cannot
be fully enjoyed without owner shdp,
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It has been found convenient to start out in section 2 with
a discussion of a simple model of saving under certainty. After a

discussion in section 3 of some measures of risk aversion, section 4

analyzes a model where the assumption of one asset only is preserved,

but where the rate of return to saving is a random variable. Sections

5 through 7 present a model with two assets, money and a risky asset,

.and analyze effects of changes in income and yield. Section 8 analyzes
changes in the degree of riskiness, as measured by the variance of yield,

in terms of a quadratic utility function. In section 9 we comment on the

possibility of extending the model to allow for borrowing. Finally,

section IO contains some concluding remarks.

2. The Consumption-Saving Decision under Conditions of Certainty.

We shall make no attempt here to do full justice to the

various theories that exist for the explanatdon of consumer saving behaviour.

We assume simply that the corsumer has a preference ordering over

consumption undertaken in the period under consideration and his
accumulated savings at the end of the period, hereafter referred to as

final wealth. Such a model l) obviously offers a simplified picture of

the underlying decision process; however, it has been found sufficient to

analyze the effects of changes in income and yield on current consumption
and saving, which is basically what we are interested in for the purpose of

descriptive economic analysis. Of course, if our aim is to construct

a planning model, we are interested in the whole time shape of the

consumption stream, extending far into the future, but the development of
such models is not the task of the present paper.

Wetake the preference ordering of the consumer to be
represented by the utility fUnction

where C is consumption and Y is final wealth. At fhe beginning of the
period the consumer can be imagined to split his total resources, Q, in
two; one part being set aside for consumption during the period, and

the other part being invested in the only asset to which he has access as

1) For a geometric discussion of a similar model, see Dewey ['2 1.
also the interesting comments by Markowitz in. [ 4 J ' pp, 279 - 281.

See
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an Investor; Throughout the paper we shall think of quantities of assets

as being given in monetary units without specifying further the nature

of the various types of assets. We shall also assume that prices of

consumption goods are held constant, so that we may represent consump-
tion by total expenditure on consumption goods,

Most writers 0:1 the theory of saving seem to have recog-

nized that the above utility frrictdon is too general for their purpose.
The awkward aspect of it is that it allows for inferiority, so that either

consumption or final wealth may have negative income elasticities.

This does not make much sense, and so we may feel entitled to restrict

the form of the utility frnctdon in such a way as to preclude the possibility
of inferiority. One way in which this can be done is to postulate a

utility ft:'.netion of the form

(1 ) u" = V (C) + W (Y)

with positive and declining marginal utilities, i. e. V' (C), W' (y) > O
and V" (C), W" (y) < o.

Final wealth is obtained as

(2) y = (Q - C) (1 + X) l + X > O

where Q is total resources, or income for short, and X is the rate of

return on savings. This equation is the budget constraint, and the

consumer is seen as maximizing (l) subject to (2). This leads to the
first-order maximum condition

V' (C)--- - l = X
W'(Y)

which is analogous to Fisher' s rule for optimal alloc tion over time:

Equality between the marginal rate of time preferen e and the rate of
interest.

From this model we can deduct the ef ect on consumption

of a change in income (the marginal propensity to \.\,07SU e).. It can be
written as

(3) <SG:- (l + X/ W" (y)
15Q (l + X)2 W" (Y) + V" (C)
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which is positive and less than one, This follows, of course, directly
from the assumption of no Inferdo r ity,

The effect on consumption of a change in the rate of return
is obtained as

(4) oC~-- l I
H Y WI' (y) + H W' (y)

where

H - (1 + X)2 W" (y) + V" (C) < o

Wehave here the sum of a positive income effect and a "negative

substitution effect, so that the sign of the sum is indeterminate in the

absence of further information on the utility function. This is a

familiar result. But it is of considerable interest to examine the pr ecdr.e
conditions under which the one or the other of the two effects dominates.

We can express this as follows:

oC/ oX is greater than, equal to, or less than zero,

according as the elasticity of the marginal utility of wealth,
- y WI! (y) / W' (y), is greater than, equal to, or less than unity. l)

This result, as it stands, is hardly very interesting, since

the present analysis does not allow us to guess at the relevant value of

the elasticity of the marginal utility of wealth. However, since it will
be shown below that the value of this elasticity as sumes a particular

significance when uncertainty is introduced, the above result may serve

as a useful point of r efer ence,

3. Measures of Risk Aversione

In the following sections we shall study the consumption-
saving decision when the rate of return X is a random variable with

density function f (x). In section 4 we analyze a model with one asset

only, as a prelude to later sections, where asset choice is introduced.
The consumer, which is taken to obey the axioms laid

down b~r.von Neumann and Morgenstern for rational choice under

l) Thus, if the utility of wealth is logarithmic substitution and income
effects will cancel out, and no effect will be observed on consumption
and saving of a change in the rate of return on savings.
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uncertainty. maximizes expected utility, expressed by the function

U = V (C) + j Vf (y) f (X) d X
-1

or, introducing a convenient notation,

(5) U = V (C) + E [ W (y) J

where U = E [UK) o The signs of the first and second order partial

derivatives are as befo r e, (It should be noted that the assumption of

declining marginal utility of wealth now also serves to ensure risk

aversion.) In his Helsinki lectures ,[ 1 ) K. J. Arrow shows that a

utility function satisfying the conditions of the expected utility theorem

must be bounded both from above and from befow, This result is utilized

in his discussion of measures of risk aversion" The following two
1) Jnv.ari..ant under positive., . ·1· fun .measures are both,hnear tr-ansforrnatlons of the ut i lty ctaon,

Absolute risk aversion RA (y) = - w" (Y) / Vf' (Y)

Relative risk aversion RR (y) : - Y W" (Y) / W' (y)

Arrow now advances specific hypotheses concerning the variation of

these measures as Y chang es,

First, absolute risk aversion is taken to decrease with Y.

This amounts to saying that "the willingness to engage in small bets of

fixed size increases with wealth, in the sense that the odds demanded

diminish. If absolute risk aversion increased with wealth, it would follow

that as an individual became wealthier, he would actually decrease the

amount of risky assets held" ( [1.J, p. 35). While the behaviour

described in the last sentence of the qu.otat5.0lJnay not seem so completely

absurd to everybody else as it does to . Arrow1), one may easily agree
/With him that dec i-eaaing
I[bsolute ·risk ave r sron seerns to be a hypothesis well wo rth :eXploring.

1) It will be noted that relative risk aversion is the same concept as the
elasticity of the marginal utility of wealth.

2) After all, one may argue that risks are taken only to obtain hi~her
expected r etu rn, and when the need for higher return is reduced (due to
higher wealth), there seems to be good reason for an individual to become
less of a risk taker. than he was befor-e,
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Second,relative risk aversion is assumed to increase

with y., This implies that lIif both wealth and the size of the bet are

increased in the same proportion, the willingness to accept the bet

(as measured by the odds demanded) should decr eas e" ( [I J, p.36).

Arrow now argues that it follows from the boundedness of the utility

function that as wealth incz ea ses, the relative risk aversion cannot

tend to a limit below one ; further, as wealth falls toward zero the
relative risk aversion cannot approach a limit above one. Relative

risk aversion, therefore, nust "hover around l, being, if anything,

somewhat Less 10::'" low wea:"::ho and aornewl.at hiGher for high wealths"
( [ l J ,p. 37).

'I'hee e measures and Arrow's hypothesesl) on their
variation with wealth will be adopted in the following.

4. Extension of the One-Asset Model to the Case of Uncertainty.

The consumer now maximizes the utility fmction (5)
subject to the budget constraint

(6) y = (Q - C) (l + X)

This gives the first-order maximum condition

VI (C) - E [ W' (y) (1 :f- X) ] - O

which is the analogue to Fisher' s rule in the present model, and the

second-order condition

J - V" (C) + E [W" (Y) (l + X)2 J < O

From this we can easily compute the marginal propensity to consume as

(7) E [W" (y) (l + X)2]
oQ E (W" (y) (l + X)2) + V" (C)

which is positive and less than one. (7) is seen to be the exact equivalent

of (3), which gives the MPC for the certainty case.

l) The same measures were developed by John W. Pratt in [6 ] .
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How does the yield on savings affect the choice between
consumption and accumulatinn? Since the rate of return is a random

variable, the re levant parameter is now the probability distribution
of X; we wish to examine the effect on consumption of a shift in the

probability distribution which has no othe r effect than altering the

expected value of X. Such a shift can be described geometrically as

a paralell shift and is illustrated in fig. l below where the curve I

is the original distribution and II is the curve after the paralell shift

has taken place.

-I

Fig. I

Algebraically, we can examine the effects on consumption

(and on saving) by such a paralell shift by introducing a shift parameter
y , into the utility Jmctfon and the budget constraint, which will now

be written as

00

U - V (C) + f W (Y) f (X) d X
-l+y

and

y = (C - C) (l + X + 'f )

where y is a positive number. We may think of our original caae
with y ': Oas our initial situatæn, .An increase of y will then

be equivalent ti> such a paralell shift of the probability distribution as
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is illustrated by fig, 1. The first and second order maximum conditions

evaluated at y = O are as befare.

Taking now the derivative of C with respect to y ,we

can write this as

o C
oy

l (Q - C) E LViii (Y) (l+X+ y) + ~- E WI(Y)]

Since (Q - C) is not a random variable, we can rearrange this as

(8) _Q_£
oy

As in the certainty case, we have evaluated the effect ai
a change in yield as the sum of a positive income effect and at negative

substitution effect. It is interesting to note that (8) can be obtz.in cd fl'or.cl

(4) by simply taking expected values of each single term in the Latt cr

equation. So far, then: we have shown the fol.lowing: The conclusions

concerning the effect of changes in the rate of return on the consumption-

saving decision 'which ccm be derived fr orn the certainty model of section

2, in particular the conflicting tendencies of the Iricorne and sub aritutdon

effects, are upheld by the present model" Moreover, the precise

conclusions can be at at cd in es sentially the same form.

How ever , the introduction of uncertainty actually allows

us to go further than concluding that the total result is indeterminate.

Equation (8) can be rewritten, aft er a little manipulation, as

(9)
oC
TY

so that the sign is determined by the value of the relative risk aversion,

RR (Y)~ Since this is the same thing as the elasticity of the marginal

utility of wealth, this is agrdn the same conclusion as we pre sented for

the certainty case. But accepting Arrow' s argument, as outlined in

section 3, we can now restate this conclusion in operational te rrn s,

Since the typical value of RR (Y) is one, the typical value of oC/ oy
is zero. Moreover, since RR (Y) increases with wealth, and therefore

with income, o C/oy must be negative for "low" incomes and positive

for "high" incomes, but the magnitude of the effect would probably be

small.
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This is an interesting result. Economists have indeed

been inclined to think that the effect on conaumptd on of a change in the

rate of return on saving is negligible, but their reasons have been that

since the substitution and income effects work in opposite directions,

the assumption of an all-over effect of zero has seemed the safest bet.

Vvehave here presented a theoretical argument which supports this

intuitive conclusion. That an increase in yield serves to decrease con-

sumption (increase saving) for low levels of wealth and income and to

increase consumption (decrease saving) for high wealth and income

levels is a result which may not correspond very closely to people's

intuitive notions, but its theoretical foundations are, I think, quite strong.

5.. A Two-Asset Model.

of
It is now time to introduce asset choice. Surelyone the

most fundamental modifications of traditional saving theory which

becomes necessary once we take account of uncertainty, is that the

consumer will not generally hold his wealth in the form of one asset only.

He has access to a wide variety of assets with different yield expectations

and different degrees of risk. In our simplified model, the sp ec tr e .

of assets is reduced to two. One of them promises a yield of zero

with complete certainty; this we shall refer to as money" The other asset

is similar to -the one discussed in section 4; we shall refer to it as

"the riSky asset" ..

Our utility func ti on is as before

(10) u = V (C) + E [W (y) J
while the budget constraint is

(11) y = Q-C+aX

where a is the amount of risky assets held. [ (Il) is really Gl. condensed

version of the" real" budget constraint

o-C = a+m
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where m is the amount of money held, and the definition of final wealth

y - m + a (l + X)

Substitution of the latter equation in the former gives (Il). J
Ma:timization of (10) aubj ec t tc (11) gives the fi r s t+o rdez-

conditions

(12)
{

V' (C) - E [ ~' (Y)]

E lw' (y) X J = O

•. O

and the second-order condition

(13) D = V" (C) E [ Vv" (y) x2 ] + E [W" (y)J E [WII(Y) Xl. ]

{Z [Vyl! (y) X J }2 > O

These conditions, together with the assumption of diminishing marginal

utility, defines the consumer's optimum position,

6. Changes in Jn.£9_me.

In this section we shall evaluate the effects of changes in

income on the optimum va.lue n on consumption and asset holdings. In

our previous models, this exercise was not really very interesting,

since the assumption of no inferiority is practically equivalent to postu-

lating a MPC of a value between zero and one. From this it evidently

also fol Iowe that the marginal propensity to buy assets isbetween zero

and one. But in the present model we have two assets, so that 2_ value

of the MPC between zero and one is not sufficient to assure us that the

income elasticity of one of the assets is not negative.

By implicit differentiation in equations (12) above, we can

compute fhe following partial derivatives:

(14) <5 a
6"0. - 1 V" (C) E [WII (y) XJ
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(15)
om
å Q ~ V" (C) {E (Wit (y) X2 ] + E[wlt (Y) XJ }

(16)

Of the terms occur ring in these equations it is immediately clear that

E [W" (y) ] and E [Wit (y):x21are both negative. Moreover. it

can be. shown that decreasing absolute risk aversion implies that
L.ig.creasing relative rlsk aversion implies th_@

E [Wit (Y) X J is positive and that'YE (WII (Y) X y] is negative.

Proofs of these assertions are set out in the appendix to this paper;

we shall use them here to show that the partial derivatives (14)- ~6)

are all positive and less than one.

It should be noted that even though our model is very

similar to the one discussed in the previous section. it is not self-evident

that all Il goods" should be superior goods. There are only two arguments

in the utility function, viz. consurrpion and final wealth. Money and

risky assets are only means to obtain an end, and it is not a priori

clear that a positive propensity to Save would imply positive propensities

to buy for both assets.

However, the model does predict that the demand for both

assets will increase with income. First. since E [WI! (y) X] > O,
it follows immediately that the risky asset is not an inferior good; i. e.

åa/o Q. > 00

To show that

Since V" (c)/n is negative,

åml å Q > O , we proceed as follows:

å ml å Q will have the opposite sign of

K : E [Wit (Y) X2] + E [WII (Y) XJ

Now multiply K by (a + m) and add and subtract, on the right-hand side,

the expression a X E [W" (y) X J . After some rearrangement we

then obtain

K(a + m) : m E[WII (y) X2] + (a+m+aX) E[WII (Y) X)

Sincea+m+aX = Y, wecanwrite

K(a + m) = m E [WI! (Y) X2] + E [WIt (y) X Y]
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where we have the sum of two negative terms on the right. K is therefore

negative and .0 ml o Q accordingly positive.

We now turn to the marginal propensity to consume, as

written in (16). From the definition of Din (13) it is clear that the MPC
is always less than one. To show that it is also positive, we examine

the sign of the numerator

Now add and subtract E (WII(Y)] E [WII(Y)X] After a little manipulation

we can then write

L - E [WII(Y)] K - E [WII(Y)X] { E [WII(Y» + E [WII(Y)X]}

or

L = E [W"(y>JK - E [WII(Y) X] E (l + X) WII(Y}]

K was shown above to be negative. The first term of this expression is

therefore positive. Since X cannot take on values below -1, the last term

is the product of a positive and a negative factor. L is accordingly positive,
and so is the MPC. ·Wehave now shown that all three partial derivatives

of equations (14) - (16) are positive and less than one.
This in itself may not be terribly interesting. However ,

we are now in a position to give an answer to the following question: How
will an increase in income affect rnoneyt s share in the portfolio? To see

this, we have to evaluate the sign of the partial derivative

) = l (~a -oQ
o a )o Q m2(a + m)

Substituting from (14) and (15) we have

1
(a + m)Z

+ aE[V{II(Y) X] + mEr W"(Y) X] }

To the factor in braces, add and subtract a X E [ W" (Y) X]. We can
then write
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(17) l ~ ~ V"(C) E [WII(Y) X yJ
(a + m)2

Since the last factor is negative, the whole expression is positive. As

income (and with it wealth) ris es, money' s share in the portfolio will
. l)Increase.

A similar result has been given by Arrow in [I ]
In terms of a pure portfolio model without consumption, Arrow finds that

money has a "wealth elasticity" greater than one, wealth being defined as

the initial value of the portfolio. He finds this result to conform with

various empirical studies of the demand for money which agree in finding

an income elasticity of the demand for money of at least one.

The result obtained by Arrow can easily be reconciled
with that of the present paper. Since the long- run relationship between

consumption and income has been found to be one of proportionality, the

elasticity of money holdings with respect to ~ealth will be the same as

money's income elasticity. This, of course, is the basic justification

behind Arrow' s procedure when he compares his wealth elasticity with

empirical income elasticities.
Given a proportional consumption function, it is easy to

show that the conclusion that money' s portfolio share will increase with
income is equivalent to a wealth elasticity of money greater than one. Let

A - a + m

define wealth as the initial value of the portfolio. Letting andEa
be the wealth elasticities of the risky asset and money, respectively, and

et denote the risky asset's portfolio share, we have that, as an identity,

-€ et +
a £ (l - et ) = lom

l) We have shown that
om o aoQ a - o Q • m > O

Multiplying by Q and dividing by a m, we can restate this as
Om C oa Q. O
<5Q • rn-- TQ'0 a>

The income elasticity of money is greater than the income elasticity of
risky assets. This is simply an alternative way of stating the
conclusion.
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or, equivalently

ex ( e a e )-m - l - e: ro

Since increasing share of money in the portfolio was shown above to

imply e - c < O we ITlUSthave e:
a m m

arrived at by Arrow and the one derived in this paper are therefore

> l. The cone lusion

completely equivalent for the case of a proportional consumption function,

and the empirical studies cited by Arrowl) in support of his theoretical

conclusion are equally relevant as evidence for the hypothesis advanced

in this paper. The result does not, however, follow as a purely theoretical

proposition, since there is nothing in the present model that assures us

that the relationship between consumption and income will be one of

proportionality.

One further comment on empirical work seems to be in

order. The studies of the demand for money referred to by Arrow are all

time-series analyses. However, there is a study based on cross-section

data by Dorothy S. Projector [7 1which presents very different results;

the share of liquid assets, by any admissible difinition, seems to decline

very pronouncedly with income. I suspect that, Irnp erfec ti ons of measure-

ment aside, these apparently contradictory results might be theoretically

reconciled by extending the present model in two directions, viz. (1) to

take account of transaction costs and (2) to introduce, in some way, a

distinction between permanent and transitory income changes. We cannot

go further into these matters here. Suffice it to say that since this paper

ignores phenomena like transaction costs and transitory income changes,

which may be of chief importance as short- run influences on saving and

portfolio decisions, the evidence from time series studies, covering fairly

long time periods, seems to be the most relevant data with which to confront

the hypothesis. To the extent that this is true, the hypothesis accords

fairly well with the data. 2)

l) See [l] , pp, 44, where Arrow lists the well-known studies by Selden,
Friedman, La.tan e and Meltzer.

2) The identification of riskless assets with real-world money holdings
may, however, be of somewhat doubtful value in a world of changing price
levels. In times of erratic inflation, money may seem to the individual
saver a much more risky investment than common stock or real capital.
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7. Changes in Yjeld.

In this section we shall examine the effects, in the two-asset

model, of changes in yield in the sense of a pa i-alel.l shift of the probability

distribution of X. The study of such changes is particularly interesting

in this model, since there will be two types of effects at vverk. Fil-st,

we would expect .chang es in yield to affect the choice between consumption

and saving. Second, changes in yield should presumably lead to a

redistribution of portfolio resources. Our attention will be centered on

the question of how the second type of effect interacts with the first.

As above, we shall refer to such a shift of the probability

distribution as a change in yieldo Equa.tion (11) now reads

Y - Q - C + a (X + Y )

'jfithout loss of generality, we can evaluate our expressions at y - O

The first-order (12) and second-order (13) maximum conditions can then

be utilized as they stand. We now differentiate with respect to y in

equations (12). This gives us

(18) oa
oy a ~ ~ - ~ E [W'(Y)] {V"(C) + El WII(Y»)}

(19) o m
oy

(20) oC
oy a ~ ~ - i E [WII(Y) x] E [W'(Y)]

All these expressions are written as the sum of an income effect and a

substitution effect. In view of our previous results. all income effects

are positive. -Vfhatthis means is essentially that it is now possible to

increase both consumption and final wealth from the levels enjoyed before

the change in yield.

Turning now to o a/oy , the substitution effect is s een to

be positive, reinforcing the income effect. But the substitution effect, in

this case, is not solely the result of substitution of future for present

goods, as in conventional saving models. It is also the result of a port-

folio substitution of risky as sets for money, since the relative desirability

of the former has been increased.
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In equations (19) and (20), the substitution effect pulls in

the opposite direction of the income effect, As far as the demand for

money is concerned, an increase in yield reduces rrioney+s att r-act+vene s s

as an investment, and as for consumption, resources can now more

profitably than before be carried over to the future, Howev er , since

o al oy has been shown to be positive, at least one of o rnl oy and

o Cloy must be negative; this follows simply from the budget constraint.

Therefore, if an increase in yield raises con surnpt'ion demand: the demand

for money will fall. On the other hand, if the larger yield leads to less

consumption, the demand for money may rise or fa.Il,

It is not difficult to extend the model so as to let money

bear a non-random rate of interest. The effect of an increase in such

a rate would clearly be to increase the demand for money, wh'il e for

consumption and the risky asset income and substitution effects would

be of opposite s ign s,

It should be remembered, however, that in drawing impli-

cations of the present analysis for macroeconomic models, the rate of

interest figuring in such models should be identified with the random r ate

of return on the risky asset. This is clearly implied in ec g. Tobin's

work [8] when he discusses Keynes' liquidity preference function in

terms of a portfolio model. For the rate of interest relevant to the con-

sumption function is assumed to be tile same as the one which plays such

a prominent role in the liquidity preference function, This in itself may

well serve to point out the need for a simultaneous study of saving and

portfolio decisions, such as the one we have attempted here.

8. Changes in Riskiness.

In the previous section we have associated the changes in the

rate of return studied in deterministic models with paralell shifts in the

probability distribution of the rate of return. Generally speaking, no

simple measure can be found which describes fully the degree of riskiness

attached to the portfolio, The most popular measure in the literature is,

of course, the variance, and it is certainly of interest to examine the

effects of changes in this measure on consumption and asset holdings.

As a point of r efer enc e, one may lce ep in mind the simple risk-premium

theory which states, roughly, that an increase in riskiness is equivalent

to a fall in the expected rate of return.
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For general purposes, this utility function is not very satisfactory. VIere

we to us e it to study effects of changes in income, we would find that it

implies that the risky asset is an inferior good. 1) For the present purpose.

however, it is well suited, since these awkward aspects ai it are unimpor-

~ tant for the is sues u#er discussion. 2)
O
~~ Our general utility function is
Vl>-
~ ... U = V(C) + j (a y2 + B y) f(X) dX
~ ~ -1w ..05
Z:::J<GI::z: ai which, upon integration. yields
V')
W

~
O
iZ
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Vie shall now work with the following utility function for

wealth

W = a y2 + S y s > O, a < O

(21 ) U = V(C) + B (Q - C) + a (Q - C)2

+ 2 a a (C - C) E [X] + a a2 E [x2] + ~ a E [X]

The utility function can thus be written as quadratic in return and initial

wealth (C - C).

The first-order maximum conditions are

(22)
{

V1{C) - 2ct (Q - C) - z , aE [X] -

2a (Q-C)E[X] +2aaE[X2] + = O

- O

s E [X J

and the second-order condition is

(23)

1) In terms of the measures of Arrow and Pratt, the quadratic function
displays increasing absolute risk aversion. See [1 J , pp. 35 - 36.

2) The function which is most satisfactory according to the Arrow-Pratt
measures, is the logarithmic function V.f (y) = log Y, which has decreasing
absolute risk aversion and constant relative risk aversion equal to one.
However, this function is very complicated computationally. But it can be

(Footnote continued next page)
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To find the derivatives of C, a and m with respect to the varia.nce when

the mean is held constant, we differentiate (22) with respect to E [x2 J
utilizing the well-known formula 02 =E [X2 J - { E [X) }2 c

The result is

(24)

(25 ) - ~- 2 a Cl. [Vtl (C) + 2a)

(26) l
If 2 a a [2 a (E [X] + l) + VII (C)]

The signs of these expressions are easy to evaluate as being negative,

negative and positive, respectively. That is to say, consumption will

fall with increased riskiness (m.ore will be caved), while the consumer

will reduce his holdings of dsky assets and i.ncr ea s e his money holdings.

The part of this conclusion which may be somewhat sur-

prising is that less wiIi be consumed and more will be saved iLe higher

is the degree of riskiness. However, the result does seem to be well

in line with the basic assumption of rink ave r sion, The higher is the

degree of riskiness, the more the rational con surne r must save in order

to be sure that the realized level of final wealth will not be too low. Also,

since money will be substituted fo r risky a s set s in the portfolio, more

will now have to be saved, at any given r at e of return, to attain the same

value of final wealth that was planned before the increase in riskiness.

If we compare our results in this section with those previously

presented for changes in yield, they are found to conform only partially

with the notions of risk-premium theory. It can be demonstrated that the

effects of increases in expected yield ar e qualitatively the same as those

presented for the general case in section 7, as far as the substitution effects

are concerned. l) As to the demand for asset holdings, increases in risk

Foctnote from proceeding page continued:
shown that the marginal rates of substitution between expected yield and
variance, -dE[X J/d a 2 are essentially similar for the quadratic and the
logarithmic utility finctions. Hence the former can be taken as an approxi-
mation to the latter for this particular problem.

l) It seems to me that the substitution effects offer the most relevant
comparison, In any case, without r estr-ict ing attention to them no clear-
cut conclusions C2.nbe drawn.
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and return have opposite effects; an increase in the variance leads the

consumer to demand more money and less of the risky asset. But in

the case of consumption the substitution effect of an increase in yield

is negative, and so is the effect of an increase in riskiness.

9. Borrowing.

Throughout the paper, the t"y:.-.o ar gurnentu in the utility function

have been consumption and final wealth, both being taken as positive

quantities. .An alternative formulation is to let the utility function depend

on present and "future" consumption, This is the formulation used in

Irving Fisher's classic model in[3J ' which provides the standard
exposition of the theory of saving found in most text-books. This formu-

lation allows treatment of the case of consumers who plan to consume more

than their income, i. e$ who are net borrowers. Formally, in crde r

to let our model cover the case of consumers who are net borrowers,
we have to introduce future non- capital income. Vie can then let final

wealth be negative without implying that the individual consumes a

negative amount in the future. If future income is non- stochastic, such

an extension of the model is not really very fundamental. If future

income is a random variable, we shall have te work with joint probability

distributions of futur e income and yield. There may be reasons for doubting

that much can be gained by working with several kinds of uncertainty

at a time.
In the Fisher model the consumer is seen as having access

to a perfect capital market in which he can lend and borrow at the same
rate of interest. The formal equivalent of this as sumption is achieved,

in this model, by letting a take on negative values; i. e, the consumer
himself can issue bonds.

Explicit consideration of borrowers becomes necessary if,
e. g., one studies the determination of interest rates and asset prices in
a general equilibrium model. However, if one's main interest is the

microeconomic foundations of aggregate relationships like the consumption

function and the liquidity pr efer ence function: then the case of net lenders
is the most interesting, since the consumer sector as a whole is treated

as a lending sector in macroeconomic models. This is really the main
justification for concentrating attention on the case of lenders.
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10. Concluding Remarks.

Problems in economic theory become unmanageable unles s

one splits them up in some way. This is true also for saving decisions

and portfolio dec isions., However, one may suspect that these two types of

decisions may be closely interrelated, sa that one should at least once

try to study them simultaneously. It is hoped that the approach of the

present -paper may have contributed toward a better understanding of the

interrelationship between saving and portfolio decisions.
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Appendix.

We shall prove the following two propositions

I If RA (Y) is decreasing, then E (Vfll(Y) XJ ~ O.

II If RR (y) is increasing, then E [WII(Y) X y] ~ O.

I.

.As surrring an inferior maximum for the choice of a (which

we have done throughout the paper), we have f'l'om (12)

(A. l) E [Vf' (y) X] = O

Let A = Q - C. Since Y = A + a X and RA is decreasing

RA (A) if X ~ O

Substituting from the definition of RA, we can write

(A.2) - Vi" (Y)/W' (Y) < RA (A) if X > O

Trivially

(A.3) - W' (Y) X < O if X > O

Vie now multiply through in (A. 2) by -W' (y) X. The inequality is then
reversed.

(A. 4) W" (y) X > -R (A) W' (y) X
A

if X > o

Suppose now that X ~ O. Then the inequalities (A. 2) and (A~3) are

both reversed, and se (A. 4) holds for all X. Since RA (A) is not a
random variable, we can take expectations of both sides of (A~4) and
write

(A.5) E [WII(Y) X] ~ - RA (A) E[W'(Y) x ] for all X
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In view of (A~1) the right-hand side is equal to zero. Hence proposition

I has been proved" l}

II

The proof of the second proposition can be readily established

by an analogous procedure.

Increasing RR implies that

< if X > O

or

(A.6) - WII (Y) Y/W' (y) > RR (A) if X > O

Multiply through by - W' (y) X~ Using (A. 3) we obtain

(An7) wtl (y) X Y < -RR (A) WI (y) X if X > O

As before, if X < 01 the inequality (Ac7) continues to hold, since
inequality signs in both (An3) and (A~6) are reversed. Taking expected

values in (A.7)

(A.8) E [WI1(Y) X y] < - RR (A) E[W' (Y) X] = O for all X

This proves propo sitdon II.

1) The proof is due to K. J. Arrow, who has presented it in a personal
communication to my colleague Jo Mossin,
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